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Want protection? Tired of having to renew every year when your antivirus expires? Try one that never

expires! Try one thats equal too or better than Norton, Kaspersky or McAfee, Unlike Clam AV, this one

does have REAL TIME virus protection, Clam AV doesnt offer this, its only for finding viruss that already

reside on your machine, this one keeps you from getting them in the first place, this prevents damage to

your system and your files! Free lifetime updates, automatic updates, and no renewal fees, along with an

easy to use, user friendly interface, makes this antivirus very hard to beat! This ones also Vista

compatible and all versions of XP. This one runs all the time, unless you dont want it too! It is comparable

and in a lot of ways more protection and easier to use than Norton or Kaspersky. The versatility of being

able to choose exactly what you wish to scan, whether its a Cd or a single file or an entire drive, then if it

finds any thing you choose its fate, whether to remove it or clean it. Your put in the drivers seat, where

you belong, the way it should be! This is one of the most advanced products on the market for virus

scanning. Its on-access scanner is extremely fast and doesn't cause any noticeable slowdown of the

computer while performing regular tasks such as browsing the web or writing documents or even higher

end tasks such as transferring and moving files. The on-demand scanner within this Antivirus is very fast

as well. Another plus is its light footprint on your system resources. Memory usage is minimal during the

on access scanning times as well as on demand scanning. I have been working on computers since

2000, and at least 40 of my computer repair business is due to viruss. People either forget or dont have

the time to renew their antivirus. Using this one you never have to worry about that again! I have this

installed on my computer, if its good enough for me, you can trust your machine with it too, you wont be

disappointed. No more yearly hassle of having to renew your subscription. System Requirements Win

ME, Win 2000, Win XP, Win Vista 233 mhz processor 2 gig hard drive 32 mb ram Searches:antivirus no

renewL
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